we show that flies use neural substrates attributed to odor learning and memory, including the mushroom body (MB), for immediate sensory integration and modulation of innate behavior. Drosophila melanogaster must integrate contradictory sensory information during feeding on fermenting fruit that releases both food odor and the innately aversive odor CO 2 . Here, using this framework, we examine the neural basis for this integration. We have identified a local circuit consisting of specific glutamatergic output and PAM dopaminergic input neurons with overlapping innervation in the MB-b 0 2 lobe region, which integrates food odor and suppresses innate avoidance. Activation of food odor-responsive dopaminergic neurons reduces innate avoidance mediated by CO 2 -responsive MB output neurons. We hypothesize that the MB, in addition to its long recognized role in learning and memory, serves as the insect's brain center for immediate sensory integration during instantaneous decision making.
INTRODUCTION
Sensory experiences need to be evaluated in the broader sensory context in which they occur such that animals can adapt their behavior and decisions accordingly. These sensory experiences can lead to the formation of memories whereby specific sensory cues are associated with a specific event or emotion. Despite the importance of being able to form lasting associative memories, it is equally important that animals adapt their behavior to environmental stimuli instantaneously. In some cases, the immediate instinctive reaction to avoid or approach a stimulus can be essential in promoting survival, and therefore, sensory cues can be innately attractive or aversive [1] [2] [3] . However, animals must evaluate sensory information within each sensory context, and therefore, the most appropriate reaction to an object or situation usually requires the integration of multiple sensory cues. This is particularly important when coinciding stimuli conflict with each other or seem equally good or bad. In this case, animals have to weigh their relative benefits to initiate an appropriate behavior [4, 5] . How multiple cues are integrated and where conflicting sensory stimuli are evaluated at the neuronal level to promote the most beneficial choices is not well understood [6, 7] . In humans and primates, it is thought that this value-based decision making involves higher-order brain structures [4, 5, 7] .
Among sensory stimuli, odors are of crucial importance in animal life. They signal food, mating partners, and also danger. In all of these cases, animals may encounter odors with context-specific valence. For the fly Drosophila melanogaster, CO 2 is one such odor. It is a food-related compound that is produced during fruit ripening and by yeast that infests rotting fruit-this fly's preferred food source [8] . Despite this positive association, flies innately avoid CO 2 across a large range of concentrations, possibly because it may represent a danger signal released by other flies in stressful situations [9] . How and where flies process CO 2 in these two different contexts to either overcome or submit to their aversion of this odor is not fully understood [10] [11] [12] [13] . Behavioral drive and internal state, however, appear to strongly impact on how CO 2 is perceived [11, 13, 14] . Given these characteristics, CO 2 represents an excellent model for studying the modulation of innate olfactory behaviors.
Odors are detected by olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) on the antenna and maxillary palp of the insect. ORN axons project to the antennal lobe (AL), the equivalent of the vertebrate olfactory bulb, where odor information is further processed by local interneurons before being passed on to different types of projection neurons (PNs). These PNs convey information mainly to two brain centers: the lateral horn (LH) and the calyx of the mushroom body (MB) [15] . Innate odor responses are thought to rely on the LH, while the MB is known as the center where odor associations are formed and stored in the insect brain [15] . The MB consists of different subtypes of intrinsic neurons called Kenyon cells (KCs), which include the a/b, a 0 /b 0 , and g types [16] . PNs innervate the dendrites of KCs in the calyx, while the axons of KCs project to the MB lobes and terminate on MB output neurons (MBONs) [16, 17] . The MB lobes receive extensive modulatory inputs, especially by dopaminergic neurons of the protocerebral posterior lateral (PPL1) and the protocerebral anterior medial (PAM) cluster [16] [17] [18] [19] . 21 different types of MBONs provide KC output to convergent regions in the dorsal protocerebrum [16, 17] . The tiling innervation pattern of axon terminals of the dopaminergic neurons and the MBON dendrites defines 15 compartmentalized regions in the MB lobes [16, 17] .
Apart from the large body of work delineating the role of the MB in odor learning and memory, we recently provided evidence that KC synaptic output is required for innate CO 2 avoidance behavior in certain contexts [11] . In these contexts, other pathways such as the LH [10] seem to be insufficient to support efficient avoidance. In particular, we showed that blocking KC output abolished CO 2 avoidance in flies in need of food [11] . CO 2 input reaches the MB through a single bilateral PN, which projects from the dedicated CO 2 V-glomerulus in the AL to the KC dendrites in the MB calyx [10, 11] . Altogether, our results indicated that the MB could be a higher brain center in insects for adapting innate odor-driven behavior to a specific behavioral context.
Here, using the example of CO 2 in the context of a food source, we have addressed two important questions. First, how does the MB integrate conflicting odor information to instantaneously modulate behavioral outcome? Recent work has suggested that the MB can be divided into functional subdomains based on its anatomical compartmentalization, with these subdomains being differentially required for appetitive and aversive memory [20] . We have analyzed which lobe region and its respective input and output neurons underpin adaptive behavior to the innately aversive odor CO 2 in the context of food odor. Second, are MB circuits underpinning the association of odors and the immediate modulation of innate odordriven behavior similar or distinct? Given that the circuit underpinning CO 2 avoidance is considered hardwired, we have asked whether MB circuit elements involved in immediate and innate behavior to CO 2 do or do not support lasting changes in this behavior.
RESULTS

b
0 2 Output Neurons Are Required for Avoidance of CO 2 To understand the neural mechanisms underlying integration of conflicting sensory stimuli, we first determined which MBONs and lobe region are involved in processing CO 2 . To this end, we conducted a behavioral screen of 24 highly cell-type-specific Split-Gal4 lines (Figures S1A and S1B) [17] targeting MBONs. Each Split-Gal4 line was used to drive expression of a temperature-sensitive allele of dynamin (shibire ts ) and was tested for CO 2 avoidance phenotypes in a T-maze assay (Figures 1A , top, and S1A). MBONs, whose dendrites tile the MB lobes, are named after the lobe region they innervate [17] . To motivate flies to seek food, we starved the flies for 24 hr prior to the experiment. While several lines exhibited a reduction in CO 2 avoidance, only four lines showed a statistically significant reduction. Three of the four lines that exhibited significantly reduced CO 2 avoidance innervate the b 0 2 region of the MB (Figures S1A and S1B). In particular, one candidate line, MB011B, showed a significant and strong reduction in CO 2 avoidance. This effect was confirmed in subsequent T-maze experiments relative to genetic and permissive temperature controls ( Figure 1B a ) .
Using histological analysis, we determined that this line labels three out of four cell types in a cluster previously described as MB-M4/6 neurons ( Figure 1B b ) [16, 17] . This cluster consisted of three cell types that were named after the arborization pattern of their dendrites in the medial tip of the MB horizontal lobes. The naming indicates the lobe (a, b, a 0 , b 0 , and g) and specific region within the lobe (a, anterior; m, middle; p, posterior) that were innervated: MBON-g5b 0 2a (MB-M6), MBON-b 0 2mp (MB-M4), and MBON-b 0 2mp_bilateral (b 0 2mp_bi) (Figures 1B b ,1B c , and 1E). The axons of these neurons project into MB-adjacent brain regions, the crepine (CRE) and the superior medial protocerebrum (SMP) ( Figures 1B b and 1B c ) . Antibody staining showed that these MBONs expressed the vesicular glutamate transporter (dvGlut) and thus appeared to be glutamatergic [17] (Figures S1D-S1F ). Based on this anatomy, we tested another Split-Gal4 line that strongly innervated b 0 2amp, was slightly more specific, and labeled fewer neurons (Figures 1C and S1D-S1F). This line, MB002B, showed a similar, albeit slightly smaller, effect on CO 2 avoidance behavior when the neurons were silenced using shi ts ( Figure 1C ). By contrast, the line MB434B with projections to the g and b lobes (MBON-g4 > g1g2 and MBON-b1 > a) could not be confirmed in subsequent experiments ( Figure S1C ). We therefore conclude that three MBON types projecting from g5b 0 2a and b 0 2mp, respectively, to the CRE and SMP are required for innate CO 2 avoidance.
We have previously shown that the avoidance of CO 2 became dependent on the synaptic output of KCs when the flies had been starved for 24 hr or longer. Fed flies, by contrast, showed no significant difference in CO 2 avoidance behavior upon blocking KC output [11] . To determine whether the same was true for the identified MBONs, we carried out the above-described experiments with fed instead of starved flies. Unexpectedly, silencing of MBONs using MB002B or MB011B led to a significant reduction in CO 2 avoidance compared to controls (Figures S1G a and S1H a ). This reduction, however, was significantly smaller compared to the effect observed in starved flies (Figures S1G b and S1H b ). These results indicate that silencing MBONs can lead to different behavioral consequences than silencing of KCs, similar to what was recently reported by Owald et al. [21] . In spite of this, they still indicate that the level of involvement of MBONs in processing the same odor depends on the internal state of the fly.
Thus far, our results suggested that MBONs projecting from g5b 0 2a and b 0 2mp are required for innate avoidance responses. Therefore, we next tested the sufficiency of these MBONs in triggering avoidance behavior. We expressed the red light-sensitive channelrhodopsin CsChrimson [22] in MBONs under the control of MB011B and MB002B (MB-Split-Gal4;UAS-CsChrimson) to activate these neurons exclusively in the presence of red light. CsChrimson-expressing and control flies were given the choice between red light-illuminated quadrants and dark quadrants in a custom-designed choice assay ( Figure 1A , bottom) [20] . MB011B-CsChrimson flies spend significantly less time in the illuminated quadrant leading to an overall negative performance index as compared to genetic controls ( Figure 1D ). No significant effect was seen with MB002B possibly because of fewer neurons that express CsChrimson or their overall lower expression level ( Figures 1D and S1B ) [20] .
These data identify a small subset of MBONs projecting from g5b 0 2a and b 0 2mp that are necessary and sufficient to mediate innate odor avoidance.
PAM Dopaminergic b
0 2 Innervating Neurons Modulate Innate Avoidance Because flies are exposed to CO 2 together with attractive food odors when feeding on fermenting fruit, we sought to identify a neural substrate that would allow the fly, by integrating such positive food odor information, to inhibit MB-dependent CO 2 avoidance through the identified MBONs. As possible candidates of such neural substrates, we hypothesized that dopamine neurons might carry positive odor information when the fly is exposed to a CO 2 -producing food source. Such activation could gate the output of the KCs to the identified MBONs and dampen the aversion to CO 2 . Previous studies showed that neurons of the PPL1 and PAM clusters encode negative valence during odor shock conditioning [23] . Surprisingly, PAM cluster neurons also relay positive information such as sweetness to induce the formation of positive odor associations [24, 25] . In light of these findings and the anatomy of the implicated MBONs, we searched a collection of Split-Gal4 lines for PAM cluster neurons [17] that innervated the b 0 2 region of the MB. We decided to focus on the b 0 2 as opposed to the g5 region for two reasons. First, b 0 2 was innervated by all three MBON types identified, and second, our previous work has shown that g-type KCs are dispensable for the avoidance of CO 2 [11] . We identified a very specific Split-Gal4 line, MB109B, that expressed in only 8-10 dopaminergic neurons innervating the b 0 2a region (Figures 2A a and S2A-S2C). Dendrites of these neurons mainly innervated the SMP (Figure 2A b ) . To test the possibility that these neurons modulate innate avoidance, we thermogenetically activated these dopamine neurons by expressing dTrpA1 [26] and assayed CO 2 avoidance. Activation of the neurons of line MB109B (MB109B-Gal4;UAS-dTrpA1) at elevated temperature (32 C) significantly reduced CO 2 avoidance behavior compared to controls ( Figure 2B ). This effect was somewhat stronger in starved compared to fed flies ( Figures S2D a and S2D Figure 2C ). Activation of PAMb 0 2mp neurons acutely reduced CO 2 avoidance behavior. These data are consistent with the hypothesis that acute activation of PAM neurons including neurons of MB109B and MB056B that innervate the same MB lobe region as the identified MBONs can dampen CO 2 avoidance behavior.
MB056B (
To better understand the role of these neurons in innate behavior, we activated the neurons in MB109B (PAM-b 0 2a) and MB056B (PAM-b 0 2mp) using the same CsChrimson-based behavioral assay as described above. In addition, we analyzed the effect of CsChrimson activation on two other lines, MB316B (innervates b 0 2amp) and MB047B (innervates b 0 2mp) [17] , which in combination provide coverage of the entire b 0 2 MB region (b 0 2amp). Activation of neurons in all of these lines led to attraction of flies to the light quadrant compared to the control quadrant ( Figures 2D and S2E ), suggesting that b 0 2amp innervating PAM neurons either activated a pathway in the brain that mediated attraction behavior or shifted the balance between MBON-mediated attraction and avoidance [20] . The effect of activation of these b 0 2amp innervating PAM neurons was similar to the effect observed in two broader lines (MB042B and MB040B) that covered sugar-sensitive PAM neurons previously implicated in appetitive memory formation ( Figure 2D , blue bars) [28] .
From these experiments, we concluded that the acute activation of a small set of b 0 2 PAM dopaminergic neurons was sufficient to induce attraction or dampen the innate avoidance to the aversive odor CO 2 . Given the overlapping innervation of these PAM neurons and the MBONs in the b 0 2 region, these behavioral data indicated that the innate avoidance mediating b 0 2 MBONs could be gated by PAM neurons.
PAM and Output Neurons Form a Local Circuit
The output neurons as well as the PAM neurons identified here both innervate the MB lobe and the CRE and SMP with opposite polarity (see Figures 1 and 2 ). Our behavioral data suggested that these two sets of neurons could be functionally connected in a circuit. To more directly establish co-innervation at the level of the b 0 2 compartment, we carried out double-labeling experiments of the MBON and the PAM neurons. Output neurons were labeled using two LexA lines (R15B01 and R14C08) containing the enhancer elements that drive one half of the Split-GAL4 in lines MB011B and MB002B ( Figures S3A and S3B) . Clonal single-cell analysis confirmed that the identified output neurons were present in these lines ( Figures S3C a ÀS3C d ) . MB109B was used to label the specific PAM neurons. We found that output neurons and PAM neurons have overlapping innervation within the b 0 2 compartment ( Figure 3A ). In contrast, we observed only a very small number of double-positive puncta in the SMP or CRE, indicating that the output and PAM neurons did not form synaptic connections in these brain regions (Figure 3A) . To address the possibility of synaptic connection between MBONs of R14C08 and MB109B PAM neurons more directly, we employed GRASP (GFP reconstitution across synaptic partners) analysis ( Figures 3B and 3C ). Strong signals were observed at the level of the MB lobe, but not in the CRE or SMP ( Figure 3C ), suggesting few direct synaptic connections between these MBON terminals and MB109B PAM dendrites. Although dopaminergic neurons likely synapse onto KCs, and KCs synapse onto MBONs [16, 17] , we cannot exclude direct synapses between PAM and output neurons in the b 0 2 lobe region ( Figure 3D ). The possible function of such connections remains unclear at this point.
These data provide anatomical support for the possibility of a neuromodulatory circuit between b 0 2 PAM cluster neurons and the identified output neurons.
Dopaminergic Neurons Respond to Food Odor Vinegar
Our behavioral data indicate that the identified b 0 2 PAM neurons could potentially convey the presence of an appetitive stimulus to dampen innate avoidance of a negative odor (see Figure 2 ). To challenge this interpretation, we used in vivo two-photon calcium imaging to test whether the identified PAM neurons respond to a positive food-related odor. Therefore, GCaMP6f was expressed under the control of the MB109B driver and the calcium signal imaged in the presynaptic terminals innervating the MB lobes ( Figures 4A and 4B) . First, we exposed flies to the food-related odor vinegar. Stimulation of the antenna using vinegar odor (1%) elicited a strong increase in calcium signal at the b 0 2 lobe region ( Figures 4C-4F) . To compare flies with high and low motivation to seek food, we analyzed the response in starved compared to fed flies and found that the GCaMP6f response was significantly higher in starved compared to fed flies ( Figure 4F ). Acetoin acetate, an odor produced during yeast fermentation, also elicited a significant increase in GCaMP6f fluorescence in the starved fly ( Figure 4F) . Notably, isoamyl acetate, a banana-like smell, did not lead to significant increases in Ca 2+ levels, suggesting
that not all potentially food-related odors activate these neurons ( Figure 4G ). The repellent odor benzaldehyde also did not trigger a significant response compared to solvent controls ( Figure 4G ). Similarly, these neurons did not respond to stimulation with CO 2 ( Figure 4H ). These data show that these b 0 2 innervating PAM neurons respond to certain appetitive odors and are therefore capable of conveying the presence of food odor to the MB. Given the anatomical proximity of PAM neurons with the described avoidance mediating MBONs, we conclude that the presence of certain appetitive odors such as vinegar could modulate MB-dependent innate avoidance behavior in a manner somewhat similar to the role of PAM neurons in the formation of MB-dependent appetitive odor memories [21, 24, 25] .
Output Neurons Are Activated by CO 2 and Modulated by Vinegar Our behavioral data suggested that a small set of b 0 2 MBONs are required and can be modulated during MB-mediated CO 2 avoidance. To gain more evidence that these neurons are involved in processing the CO 2 stimulus, we carried out in vivo two-photon calcium imaging. To this end, we expressed GCaMP6f under the control of MB011B, stimulated the flies with CO 2 odor, and recorded stimulus-evoked increases in GCaMP fluorescence (Figures 5A and 5B). Stimulation with CO 2 led to a significant increase in GCaMP signal, indicating that the behaviorally identified set of MBONs can be activated by CO 2 (Figures 5C-5E ). This result supported the behavioral evidence that these neurons drive CO 2 avoidance.
The presence of food odor can reduce CO 2 avoidance behavior [11] . We therefore hypothesized that food odor might modulate the response of the identified output neurons, leading to reduced activation of output neurons by CO 2 . This reduction of activity would conceivably reduce CO 2 avoidance. We therefore recorded responses of the MBONs upon stimulation with a mixture of CO 2 and vinegar, vinegar alone, and compared both to CO 2 alone. Vinegar alone led to overall lower GCaMP fluorescence signals when compared to stimulation with CO 2 ( Figure 5E ), supporting the behavioral role of these neurons in providing output into pathways mediating avoidance behavior (see also [20] ). Stimulation with the mixture led to similar activation of the MBONs when compared to vinegar alone ( Figures 5D and 5E ). Interestingly, co-stimulation with vinegar and CO 2 produced to a relative reduction compared to calcium indicator signals elicited by CO 2 alone (Figures 5D  and 5E ). This reduction was consistent with the hypothesis that the presence of vinegar activates PAM neurons and thereby reduces CO 2 avoidance by suppression of MBON activity. Alternatively, vinegar may already affect CO 2 responses, and vice versa, at the level of the AL before the stimuli reach the KCs [29, 30] . While we cannot fully exclude a contribution of such a modulation, calcium imaging data of responses of a 0 b 0 KCs to vinegar, CO 2 , and the mixture of vinegar and CO 2 did not detect a difference between vinegar and the mixture (Figures S4A-S4E) .
Together, these data allow for a model in line with current ideas about MB circuits [20] , that coincident activation of PAM neurons and KCs changes the functional relationship between the KCs and the MBONs such that in the present case, vinegar reduces the synaptic transmission between KCs and avoidance-mediating MBONs. Nevertheless, future studies will test whether this model is too simple given the possibility that additional PAM neurons and MBONs may respond to the tested odors [29, 30] . More generally, the results indicate that coincident detection of conflicting odors modulates the activity of MB output, leading to instantaneous reduction of avoidance of negative odors in the presence of positive ones.
Food Odor Exposure or PAM Neuron Activation Do Not
Lead to Lasting Changes in CO 2 Avoidance As discussed above, the MB, its modulatory input, and its specific output neurons have been mainly studied in the context of odor learning and memory [20, 31, 32] . Our data suggest that the MB circuit also plays an important role in the immediate integration of odor information to modulate instinctive reactions. Is the circuit element we identified indeed dedicated to immediate modulation, or could it be used to change CO 2 avoidance more permanently? In other words, could the fly learn to stop avoiding CO 2 after having experienced it in the context of food odor? During learning and memory, dopaminergic neurons including the PAM cluster neurons are thought to convey the so-called unconditioned stimulus (US) [33] . PAM neurons in particular, have been shown to respond to sugar and are thought to encode the appetitive US [24, 25] . Having identified a small subset of PAM neurons that respond to the food odor vinegar and, moreover, initiate attraction behavior when activated (see Figures 2 and 4) , we tested the effect of these neurons in conditioning CO 2 avoidance behavior. We addressed this possibility in two ways. First, we exposed hungry flies for 1 min to CO 2 in combination with vinegar, let the flies recover in air for 3 min, and then tested their avoidance of CO 2 ( Figure 6A ). Control sets of flies were either not conditioned (stayed in air) or exposed to CO 2 alone and then tested for CO 2 avoidance. All groups showed the same behavior with no apparent reduction in CO 2 avoidance ( Figure 6B ). Second, we activated the PAM neurons with TrpA1 using a protocol successfully used to positively condition other odors such as 3-octanol [24, 25] . To this end, we expressed TrpA1 under the control of MB109B (MB109B-Gal4;UAS-dTrpA1) in starved flies and activated MB109B neurons for 2 min at 32 C ( Figure 6C ). At the same time, flies were exposed to CO 2 . After a recovery period of 3 min at room temperature, flies were tested at the non-activating temperature of 25 C for their behavioral response to CO 2 . Trained flies of this genotype showed no significant difference or reduction in CO 2 avoidance compared to genetic or temperature (untrained) controls ( Figure 6D ). By contrast, acute activation of MB109B neurons by TrpA1 only at the time of decision making reduced innate CO 2 avoidance significantly (see Figure 2 ).
These data suggested that the experience of CO 2 in the presence of the food odor vinegar does not induce lasting changes in CO 2 avoidance. Furthermore, while the identified PAM neurons can acutely inhibit CO 2 avoidance, we find no evidence that they play a role in long-term modulation of CO 2 avoidance behavior.
DISCUSSION
Here, we describe a higher brain circuit that integrates conflicting sensory signals and modulates behavior instantaneously, matching the animal's behavioral context. More specifically, the involvement of the MB in processing the innately aversive stimulus CO 2 provides the fly with a neural substrate to integrate contextual information qualifying a CO 2 emitter as a palatable food source. Thus, in addition to their well-documented role in olfactory learning and memory, MB circuits including dopaminergic input neurons play a role in decision making in naive animals.
Modulation of Innate Behavior: A Role for the b 0 2 Lobe Region Taken together, results presented in this work and our previous work [11] indicate that a part of the MB circuit, i.e., the b 0 2 region, is involved in the immediate modulation of innate behavior. Within the b 0 2 circuit, PAM dopaminergic neurons regulate the output of the MB and thereby the valence of the behavioral reaction to the stimulus. Our data and previous behavioral data are most consistent with a role for PAM neurons in depressing the strength of the synapse between the KCs and the MBONs [20, 21] . In the present context, we hypothesize that activation of b 0 2 PAM neurons by vinegar would acutely weaken the transmission between KCs and CO 2 avoidance-mediating MBONs to reduce avoidance when the fly encounters food odor ( Figure 6E ). In line with this, b 0 2 MBONs responded less strongly to the combination of CO 2 with vinegar than to CO 2 alone. How vinegar reaches these PAM neurons is currently not known, but two main routes seem conceivable. First, vinegar information could be transmitted from the LH through LH output neurons projecting into the SMP or CRE regions. Second, other MBONs could feedback to the KCs through the identified PAM neurons [17] .
Independent support for a role of this MB region in modulation of innate behaviors comes from a study showing that blocking of b 0 2 PAM cluster neurons converted the innate behavior of naive thirsty flies from water preference into water avoidance [34] . Similar to our findings, these dopaminergic neurons, in contrast to PAM neurons innervating adjacent lobe areas, were not involved in the formation of odor-water associative memories [34] . Very recent work from the same group also reported that b 0 2 MBONs are involved in innate odor preference. However, these authors did not address the behavioral significance of these neurons nor their specific dopaminergic modulation during instantaneous decision making [21] .
Apart from naive odor processing, a similar requirement for innate sensory-driven choice behavior for the MB was reported when flies were exposed to temperature gradients. While temperature preference behavior is innate, finding the preferred temperature requires the MB [35] . Different temperatures could activate distinct sets of dopaminergic neurons, which in turn lead to preference or avoidance of a particular temperature in a gradient [36, 37] . Such a setup could allow the animal to adapt its temperature preference to its context such as higher or lower outside temperatures. The role of the b 0 2 lobe region specifically, however, was not addressed. Moreover, the sensory stimulus-independent innate behavior, sleep, depends in part on b 0 2 MBONs. Activation of the here-identified MBONs triggered arousal and hence interrupted the fly's sleep pattern significantly [20] . Given that arousal represents a trigger for escape behavior, which manifests itself with an increase of mobility, it appears economical and ethologically meaningful to use partially overlapping pathways for triggering a wake-up signal and an escape response (i.e., the animal must wake up if a danger signal is detected).
Despite this supporting evidence, depression of b 0 2 MBONs in addition to certain g-lobe MBONs also appears to facilitate the expression of learned attraction to an odor [20, 21] . This longlasting depression, however, is likely not mediated by b 0 2 PAM neurons but rather depends on PAM neurons innervating other lobe regions including g5 [28, 38] . Thus, dopaminergic modulation of the synapses between KCs and b 0 2 MBONs during memory formation might not be sufficient to form memories but rather required to execute the increased attraction to the rewarded stimulus.
We have previously shown that the innate avoidance of CO 2 was dependent on the output of MB KCs in the hungry but not in the fed fly [11] . We now find that the identified MBONs are also required, although to a lesser extent, in the fed fly. Why are MBONs required when the KCs are not? While we currently cannot resolve this obvious conflict, we see at least two possible scenarios. First, based on our findings and previous data, it appears that the MB biases decision making either toward or away from a sensory cue through specific types of output neurons [20] . Silencing of all MB KC output simultaneously inhibits the output and thereby the behavioral bias triggered by either ''positive'' or ''negative'' MBONs. By contrast, if only ''negative'' output neurons such as the ones described in the present study are silenced, positive output neurons can still bias behavior toward attraction or, in the case of CO 2 , reduce avoidance behavior. Second, it is possible that MBONs may receive input independent of the KCs. Our GRASP data are compatible with the possibility that dopaminergic neurons synapse directly onto MBONs. While the described set of PAM neurons does not respond to CO 2 , it is conceivable that negative cues such as CO 2 activate another set of dopaminergic neurons that in turn activates these MBONs independently of the KCs. Moreover, another study has previously identified a CO 2 -responsive PN, PNv2, that projects into MB output regions including the SMP directly from the AL [10] . Interestingly, the axons of PNv2 partially overlap with axons of the MBONs as well as dendrites of PAM neurons (A.B.F., unpublished data). Moreover, LH output neurons appear to send their axons into similar regions as MBONs [17] . Hence, it is possible that MBONs might somehow be functionally connected to neurons providing output of other CO 2 -processing pathways.
Context-Dependent Parallel Processing of CO 2
Among the open questions arising from this work is the role of other CO 2 pathways including the LH [10] -the higher brain center traditionally implicated in innate odor-driven behavior [15] . The majority of PNs including CO 2 -responsive PNs [10, 11] innervate the MB and the LH. Inactivation of MB output in fed flies did not affect CO 2 avoidance behavior [11] , indicating that the LH might be among the brain regions that mediate CO 2 avoidance behavior when the fly is not interested in feeding. Hunger would presumably modulate the contribution of all other CO 2 pathways including the LH. In line with this, previous data from fly larvae suggested that a set of odor-responsive dopaminergic neurons projecting to the LH increased attraction to appetitive odors during hunger [39] . In addition, in the adult fly, the LH appears segregated into regions for innately appetitive and aversive odors as judged by inhibitory PN innervation and activation [40] . Thus, hunger could decrease the output of the avoidance zone and thereby avoidance behavior. A specific inhibitory PN, PNv3, that responds to higher concentrations of CO 2 [10] could inhibit LH output also in a metabolic state-dependent manner. In line with this, PNv3 responds more strongly to CO 2 in the hungry compared to the fed fly (K.P.S., unpublished data).
What is the advantage of using the MB for adaptive behavior to innate odors? Given that the MB also integrates other sensory modalities including visual information [41] , the dependence on the MB that we found would ensure that CO 2 avoidance behavior is only suppressed when additional odor, taste, or visual cues unambiguously identify a food source and exclude danger. Furthermore, it is possible that this mechanism applies not only to CO 2 but also to other odors because the identified MBONs also respond to methylcyclohexanol and octanol [21, 42] . On the other hand, vinegar does not suppress the aversion of octanol or geosmin, an indicator of harmful microbes, to the same level as that of CO 2 ; perhaps CO 2 in contrast to geosmin can have different meanings to the fly dependent on context [11, 43] . More generally, multisensory integration is crucial for object recognition. Although the underpinning neural substrates are not well understood, it is believed to be a higher cognitive process requiring cortical areas in primates and rodents [7] . Receiving input from multiple sensory modalities and behavioral state [38, 41, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] , the MB could be this higher processing center in insects.
Higher-Order Processing of Conflicting Sensory Information
Previous work has shown that certain fruit odors can inhibit CO 2 sensory neurons and thereby reduce avoidance [12] . Why does the fly use a central brain-dependent mechanism in addition to sensory neuron modulation? First of all, not all food odors and thus potential food sources might inhibit CO 2 avoidance by these means. Certainly, vinegar in spite of its behavioral effect does not fall into this category and does not affect sensory neuron responses to CO 2 [13] . Second, it is likely more efficient to block or modulate a neural pathway at multiple levels. Third, the involvement of the MB allows for integration of additional and more complex sensory information and internal state. Notably, resolving sensory conflicts in higher cognitive areas of the brain is conserved and used in humans [5] . Certainly, a decision conflict such as sensory stimuli with context-dependent values needs to be detected and evaluated before a suitable motor program can be initiated. We propose that the fly solves these problems using its MB. It can initiate approach and escape behavior through specific sets of output neurons, and neuromodulatory input to the MB can serve to assign the right weight to each stimulus [20] in the context of the specific internal (e.g., hunger) and behavioral (e.g., flying versus walking) state of the animal. Lastly, adjacent pathways are utilized during learning and memory [20, 23-25, 28, 42, 49-51] . Therefore, from an evolutionary standpoint, it is possible that the initial role of the MB was to integrate information and to modulate behavior acutely, which evolved into a circuit that can also store coinciding information. Certainly, conflicting environmental information must be resolved immediately, causing an instantaneous effect on behavior to prevent the animal from making costly wrong decisions prior to the formation of any memory.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Fly Lines
Split-Gal4 fly lines were generated by Aso et al. and are described in detail here [17] . MB002B was generated by inserting R12C11-p65ADZp into attP40 and R15B01-ZpGdbd into attP2; MB011B was generated by inserting R14C08-p65ADZp into attP40 and R15B01-ZpGdbd into attP2; MB011C was generated by inserting R14C08-p65ADZp into VK00027 and R15B01-ZpGdbd into attP2; MB109B was generated by inserting R76F05-p65ADZp into VK00027 and R23C12-ZpGdbd into attP2; MB316B was generated by inserting R15B01-p65ADZp into attP40 and R26F01-ZpGdbd into attP2; MB040B was generated by inserting R58E02-p65ADZp into attP40 and R18D09-ZpGdbd into attP2; MB042B was generated by inserting R58E02-p65ADZp into attP40 and R22E04-ZpGdbd into attP2; MB056B was generated by inserting R76F05-p65ADZp into attP40 and R23C12-ZpGdbd into attP2; and MB047B was generated by inserting R15B01-p65ADZp into attP40 and R27G01-ZpGdbd into attP2. Reporter and effector fly lines have been published previously as indicated and were ordered from the Bloomington Stock Center. The following lines were used for GRASP and double labeling experiments: MB109B-Gal4, R14C08-LexAp65 and R15B01-LexAp65 into attP40, w-; Bi/CyO; UAS-CD4::spGFP1-10/TM2, w-;LexAop-CD4::spGFP11/CyO; TM2/TM6B, and LexAop2-mCD8GFP,10XUAS-IVS-mCD8RFP. Clonal analysis of output neurons was carried out with line R14C08-Gal4 (Bloomington Stock Center).
Behavior
Flies were reared on standard cornmeal medium at 25 C or 18 C and 60% rH.
Flies used in optogenetic experiments were reared on the same food with the addition of Retinal during rearing and housing. Post-eclosion flies were kept at 25 C and used for experiments at the age of 4 to 7 days. Where starvation was required, flies were transferred to bottles with wet tissue paper 24 or 42 hr prior to experimentation. Fed flies were kept on fresh food until testing. For shibire ts experiments, flies were pre-incubated for 20 min prior to testing, and for dTrpA1 experiments, flies were not pre-incubated prior to testing. Flies were tested in groups of $60 in a non-aspirated T maze and were allowed 1 min to respond to stimuli. Experimentation was carried out in climatecontrolled boxes at either 22 C-25 C or 32 C and 60% rH. For testing with CO 2 , stimulus tubes were filled using mass flow controllers (Natec Sensors) to regulate the mix of bottled atmospheric air and pure CO 2 (Westfalen Gas). Throughout testing, the CO 2 concentration was set to 0.3%. After experimentation, the number of flies in each tube was counted. For conditioning experiments with wild-type flies, starved CantonS flies were pre-incubated with a specific odor as indicated in the figure (air, CO 2 , or a mix of vinegar and CO 2 ) for 1 min. In the case of dTrpA1 experiments, flies were incubated for 2 min at 32 C in the presence of CO 2 and tested 3 min later at 25 C for their behavioral response to CO 2 in the T maze. Controls were treated equally but incubated with CO 2 at 25 C for 2 min prior to testing. For testing in the optogenetic arena, $20 flies were placed into a 10-cm diameter circular arena housed in a darkened climate chamber. Between 0 and 60 s, flies were allowed to acclimatize; between 60 and 90 s, two quadrants were illuminated; between 90 and 120 s, all illumination was switched off, allowing flies to redistribute; and between 120 and 150 s, the alternate two quadrants were illuminated. Illumination was achieved with 617-nm LEDs (Red-Orange LUXEON Rebel LED, 122 lm; Luxeon Star LEDs). Data were acquired in video format using a digital camera (ROHS 1.3 MP B&W Flea3 USB 3.0 Camera; Point Grey) and analyzed using bespoke software. For both behavioral assays, a preference index (PI) was calculated by subtracting the number of flies in the stimulus tube or quadrant by the number of flies on the non-stimulus tube or quadrant and normalizing by the total number of flies. Statistical analysis was performed using Prism GraphPad 6 software.
Anatomy
Adult fly brains were dissected, fixed, and stained as described previously [11] . All microscopy was performed at an Olympus FV-1000 confocal microscope. Images were processed using ImageJ and Photoshop. The following antibodies were used for the neurotransmitter stainings: anti-TH (Immunostar, monoclonal, 1:100) and anti-dvGlut (gift of A. DiAntonio, 1:1,000). The following antibodies were used to stain the GRASP samples: 3H9 primary antibody (specific to GFP1-10, monoclonal, Chromotek, 1:100), anti-rat Alexa 568 (molecular probes, 1:250); 75-132 anti-GFP primary antibody (specific to full GFP, monoclonal, NeuroMab, clone N86/38, 1:200), anti-m Alexa 488 (molecular probes, 1:250). To generate heat shock flip clones, we crossed the R14C08-Gal4 line with w-,y-,hsflp;UAS >CD2,y+>CD8GFP/CyO;TM2/TM6b fly line. Once the larvae emerged, the culture tubes were heat shocked for 30 min or 45 min at 37 C in a water bath. F1 flies emerged after the heat shock protocol, were dissected, stained, and visualized as described above.
In Vivo Calcium Imaging
All imaging experiments were conducted with a two-photon microscope, with the exception of data shown in Figure S4 (see below). 4-to 7-day-old female flies of the genotype MB109-Gal4;UAS-GCaMP6f for PAM neuron imaging and MB011B-Gal4;UAS-GCaMP6f for MBON imaging were used. For starvation condition, flies were starved for 24 hr as described for behavior experiments. In vivo fly preparations were prepared according to a method described previously [11] . Preparations were imaged using an Olympus FV1000 two-photon microscope system with a BX61WI microscope and a 40 3 0.8 NA water immersion objective. GCaMP fluorescence was excited at 910 nm by a mode-locked T:Sapphire Mai Tai DeepSee laser. Time series images were acquired at 256 3 256 pixel resolution at a rate of $2 frames per second for 40 frames using the Olympus FV10-ASW imaging software. For calcium imaging of flies of the genotype c305-Gal4;UAS-GCaMP5 in Figure S4 , a Leica DM6000FS fluorescent microscope, a 403 water immersion objective, and a Leica DFC360 FX fluorescent camera were used. Images were acquired by Leica LAS AF E6000 software for 30 s at a rate of 20 frames per second with 4 3 4 binning mode. For odor delivery, we used a Syntech stimulus controller CS-55 (Syntech) and mass flow controllers. Throughout the experiments, a charcoal-filtered continuous humidified airstream of 1l/min was delivered through an 8-mm Teflon tube positioned $10 mm away from the fly antenna. For odor stimulation, odors were delivered into the main airstream by redirecting $30% of main air flow for 1 s through a head-space glass vial containing appropriately diluted odorant or solvent control. Balsamic vinegar (Alnatura) was diluted in distilled water, and acetoin acetate, isoamyl acetate, and benzaldehyde were diluted in paraffin oil (all from Sigma-Aldrich). For CO 2 stimulation, precise amounts of air and pure CO 2 were mixed using mass flow controllers and delivered into the main delivery air stream. The CO 2 concentration was measured at the main delivery end by a CO 2 meter. For combination experiments with CO 2 and vinegar or CO 2 and humidified air, both stimuli were delivered simultaneously to the main delivery air stream by activating solenoid valves. To measure the fluorescent intensity change, region of interest was drawn manually, and the resulting time trace value was used for data analysis. The relative change in fluorescence intensity was calculated by using the following formula: DF/F = 100(Fn À F 0 )/F 0 , where Fn is the nth frame after stimulation, and F 0 is the averaged basal fluorescence of 5 frames before stimulation. All data were normalized to background air. For data analysis, we used the peak maximum value of the response to stimulation. The pseudocolored images were generated using a custom-written program in MATLAB and ImageJ. All data processing and statistical tests were done using Excel and GraphPad Prism softwares, respectively.
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